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Just as 100 Sri Lankans who live in

Australia about why did they come to this

country. I have no doubt that 90% might say

that 'education of their children' was the pri-

mary stimulus! Under the presumption that

the above observation is correct, let us talk

about parenting and children's education

with no particular order! When new Sri

Lankan families arrive in Australia, they are

required to compromise their parenting

practices from their own country with those

of their country of residence. This is a quite

challenging and complex issue which needs

very careful attention as parents are faced

with basically two sets of values- one from

our own traditional Sri Lankan beliefs and

the other from the country that they migrate

to, that is Australia. One of the most chal-

lenging questions they might face and the

greatest anxiety they may experience at this

juncture is the impact of the host culture on

their children. As new parents in this new

society, we all face with this dilemma.

Quite clearly, there is dissonance between

practices from both countries and families

need to decide if they wish to discard,

amend or continue to use them in their orig-

inal form. Australia is one of the most multi-

cultural countries in the world and we live

in a barrage of so many cultures that

migrants bring with them. Notwithstanding

the fact that we live in a society with such a

diverse and rich culture, parenting in such

an environment needs reflection and assess-

ment constantly to face with traditional val-

ues, norms and attitudes that can be con-

fronting at times!

As a university academic, I often hear com-

ments and praise about parenting in a for-

eign country. When I talked to many Sri

Lankan friends in Australia, they all

expressed certain amount of anxiety over

their children's future, particularly with

regard to their potential behavioural pattern

in adolescence. These comments, criticisms

and praise suggest that they have to juggle

their values, attitudes and beliefs in order to

accommodate their children who grow up

among friends with different ways of think-

ing and behavioural pattern. Whilst our chil-

dren may look like South Asians or more

precisely Sri Lankan, their outlook often do

not reflect Sri Lankan traditions or behav-

ioural expectations. What we have here is a

child or young adult in a university who

looks Sri Lankan but speaks English with an

Australian accent and who is not very com-

fortable even with their parents on some

issues. When they grow old, they simply

deviate from their parents' expected behav-

ioural pattern and adapt to the most of the

values in the Australian society.

Despite this inevitability, most Sri Lankan

parents have very strong feelings and expec-

tations about how they want their children to

be raised, what carrier prospects they might

have and what values are important, particu-

larly in relation to future carrier, marriage

and child-parent relationship. The children's

education, carrier prospects, marriage and

the close nexus with children are very

important issues for Sri Lankan parents to be

dealt with, during their stay with a good

understanding of cultural gap between these

two societies.

It is clear that every society has good and

bad values but what we are talking about

here is how different cultures prioritize these

values on a broader perspective. For exam-

ple, the Australian parents tend to encourage

their children to be more independent at an

earlier stage than a 'traditional' Sri Lankan

family. Most of us set priorities, standards

and future carrier orientation for our chil-

dren without much consultation with their

children whereas many Australian parents

allow their children to chose for themselves

and pursue any carrier path they want. We

usually oppose if our children decide to

leave us at the age of 16 or 17 or most cer-

tainly before the marriage.

Now, let's talk about academic achievements

as opposed to other priorities in life.

Basically, we like other Asian parents value

academic achievements as true success in

life and we do whatever we can to achieve

that target. We place a higher value on

selected occupations such as medicine, engi-

neering, computing and presumably no value

on sports or show business. The achieve-

ments in the field of sport or in the show

business are not something we give priority

and some parents actively discourage chil-

dren to abandon such orientations. In

Australian society, sports play a significant

part of a child's life so that our children face

a difficult choice in their adolescence and

conceptually, they are sandwiched between

their parents' expectations and the expecta-

tions of the wider society. It is clear that we

are expected to have a community, interper-

sonal focus whereas Australian parents who

are competitive, individualistic and material-

ly oriented are viewed by the majority as

successful. We have to make a decision as to

which characteristics we prefer to discourage

and which characteristics we wish to encour-

age in order to prepare our children towards

their desired outcomes.

Let's talk about the culture. Sometimes we

use this term in everyday life without much

meaning in it. Basically it includes all the

learned and symbolic aspects of human soci-

eties including language, customs and con-

ventions by which human behaviour distin-

guished from that of other primates. We

know that human behaviour is largely cultur-

ally, not genetically determined. When we

live in Australia, and bring up children in

this new society, it is inevitable that our chil-

dren will interact more with Australian chil-

dren, no matter whether they are English,

Greek or Italian. In percentage terms, they

spend more time on talking and playing with

new friends than the time they spend on talk-

ing to their parents. We need to know that

they learn a great deal from their peers than

they do from their parents. We all need to

keep in mind that these peers are not similar

to the ones we had in our primary or second-

ary school, who recited stanzas and poems

on every Monday morning! We get punished

for playing the fool!, mispronouncing the

unpronounceable stanzas or for trashing a

mosquito on the leg! What about the respect

and obedience that we all expect from our

children? I am not talking about whether that

respect should be earned or expected. The

issue here is that we expect some respect and

obedience from our children and we get

depressed when we find that  there is no such

thing as 'respect' in this society!

(To be continued)
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pska;k Yla;sh nqoaOsh fufyhjd Ndjkd

jvñska ljod fyda wm lrd tk urKhg

fkdìshj fkdie,S " myka is;ska uqyqK oSug

wd;au Yla;sh we;s lrf.k iqkaor

urKhlg ysñslñs lSug jdikdj Yla;sh

,Õdlr .kak'         
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